The effects of alloying elements on the interfacial microstructure of the dissimilar Al/steel joints were discussed using SEM, EPMA, TEM and tensile test. For Si (and Cu)-added 6000 system aluminum alloy, EPMA analysis showed that Si (and Cu) was enriched in the reaction layer, which were formed during diffusion bonding. SAED (Selected area electron diffraction) pattern identified the reaction layer at the interface as Al-Fe-Si system containing Cu. High bondability was achieved by adding both Si and Cu to 6000 system aluminum alloy. High carbon content in steels caused the poor bondability, however, Si and Mn addition to the steel with large amount of carbon was effective to suppress the negative effect of carbon. An incubation time until a reaction layer was formed was recognized at lower bonding temperature and the time depended on additional elements. The reaction rate equation taking into account of an incubation time was newly proposed. This estimated bonding range based on the proposed reaction rate equation shows a good agreement with the obtained experimental results.
Introduction
To achieve weight reduction of automobiles at a low cost, hybrid car bodies made from Al alloys and steels are feasible structure, such as dissimilar metal joining of Al alloy to steel.
However, interfacial microstructures formed during joining process cause greatly the mechanical properties of the joints, and controlling interfacial microstructures is essential to establish high reliable dissimilar metal joining process 1) -5) . The dissimilar metal joining of aluminum alloys and steels for a light-weight car body has been considerably researched, however, the formation process of interfacial microstructures based on the addition of alloying elements are still controversial. In this work, the interfacial microstructure with additional elements in dissimilar Al/steel joints were basically characterized and estimated using SEM, EPMA, TEM and tensile test.
Experimental procedure
The chemical compositions of the alloys are listed in Table 1 .
Five types of 6000 system aluminum alloys (A6061, A2 (Si: 0.6, Cu: 0(in mass %)), C2 (Si: 1.5, Cu: 0), AC (Si: 0.6, Cu: 1.0) and CC (Si: 1.5, Cu: 1.0)) and four types of commercial steels (SPCE, ULC, HT440 and HT980) were used. Chemical composition (mass%)
Result and discussion

Interfacial microstructure analysis
To obtain the compositional information of interfacial layer after diffusion bonding, EPMA analysis was carried out. Figure 1 Bal. 6) . For the all investigated joints, EPMA analysis showed that Si was enriched in the reaction layer at Al alloy side, which was formed during diffusion bonding. The interfacial reaction layer was considered to be a ternary Fe-Al-Si by a phase diagram 7) . Moreover, for AC and CC/SPCE joints, Cu was also enriched in the reaction layer. These distributions of additional elements suggest that additional elements affect the interfacial reaction of joints. This effect is confirmed more clearly by TEM observation. Figure 2 shows TEM image and SAED (Selected area electron diffraction) pattern in the interfacial reaction layer in the AC/SPCE joint. SAED pattern identified the interfacial reaction layer of the AC/SPCE joint as Al 12 Fe 3 Si in Table 2 .
Moreover, EDX analysis result showed that Cu was also incorporated in the layer as shown in 
Effect of interfacial reaction layer on joint strength
From the interfacial microstructure observation, it was revealed that the interfacial reaction layer was to be multinary by additional elements, and the nanoscopic mechanical properties were also changed. To clarify the effects of the interfacial microstructure changes on the macroscopic mechanical properties, tensile test was carried out. Figure 4 shows the relationship between joint strength and thickness of reaction layer for the Fig.2 (b) . temperature T, time t and constant value K 0 , Q D , Q i and t 0 which depend on each joint. The predicted reaction layer thickness was compared with the measured reaction layer thickness as shown in Figure 6 , and showed a good agreement with the measured reaction layer thickness.
Our previous report showed tensile strength higher than 70 MPa for each joint can be obtained, when the thickness of the reaction layer and fraction of un-bonded region are controlled to be less than 1.5m and less than 30%, respectively 8), 9) . In this work, the range of the reaction layer thickness to obtain 70MPa tensile strength was estimated from the relationship between fraction of un-bonded region at the interface and the reaction layer thickness. Figure 7 shows a typical result using the C2/SPCE joint. The grey area satisfies the thickness of the reaction layer and the fraction of un-bonded region are controlled to be less than 1.5m and less than 30%, respectively. From this area and the curve of plotted data of the joint, the minimum and maximum thickness of the reaction layer is estimated.
Finally, from the estimated minimum and maximum thickness of the reaction layer, the bonding time to obtain 70MPa tensile strength is successfully evaluated against each temperature by the equation (4) . The bonding condition range of the joint strength more than 70MPa was obtained in Figure 8 . In aluminum alloys containing additional elements/SPCE joints, the bonding range was broadened for the C2/SPCE joint compared to the A2/SPCE joint and the effect was larger for the CC/SPCE joint.
The bonding time of the CC/SPCE joint was sifted to be longer. This is due to longer incubation time of the CC/SPCE joint.
These predicted bonding ranges showed a good agreement with the obtained experimental results, that was, the range was enlarged though the formation of both thicker reaction layer and lower rate of un-bonded area by adding both Si and Cu to 6000 system aluminum alloy. For the effects of C in steel, high C steels 
Conclusions
The effects of alloying elements on the interfacial microstructure of the dissimilar Al/steel joints were basically characterized and estimated using SEM, EPMA, TEM and tensile test. The results are summarized as follows. High bondability was achieved through the change of interfacial reaction layer from Al-Fe binary system to Al-Fe-Si ternary system by adding both Si and Cu to 6000 system aluminum alloy. High carbon content in steels showed the poor tensile property, however, Si and Mn addition to steel was effective to suppress the negative effect of C.
The reaction rate equation taking into account of an incubation time was newly proposed. This estimated bonding range showed A2-SPCE C2-SPCE CC-SPCE A6061-ULC A6061-SPCE A6061-HT980 
C2-SPCE
Range of the reaction layer thickness to obtain 70MPa tensile strength Fig. 7 Relationship between fraction of un-bonded region at interface and reaction layer thickness in the C2/SPCE joint.
Measured reaction layer thickness l /m Fraction of un-bonded region at interface, F (%) a good agreement with the obtained experimental results, and is considered to be quite useful to predict the thickness of a reaction layer in dissimilar metal joints of aluminum alloys to steel.
